Building a Faster Derby Car
A derby is a lot of fun, and it's a great opportunity for learning and making memories.
This document describes ways to make a derby car faster.
No amount of work can guarantee a winning car; I have seen many carefully optimized cars that didn't
do well on race day. On the other hand, I have seen derbies won by cars that were built haphazardly, so
it seems that a minimal effort does not assure a losing car either.
With that said, here are some ways you may be able to improve the speed of your derby car.
Obey Your Derby's Rules!
Make Sure Your Car Fits the Track
Two common sources of trouble are (1) wheels that are too close together, and (2) too little clearance
under the car for the center guide rail. If its wheels pinch the center guide rail, or if its bottom drags on
the center guide rail, then your car may not even reach the finish line. The original kit dimensions should
fit the track; don't reduce them!
Unusual designs can encounter other track‐fit problems. As a rule, if the basic shape of your design is
unusual, check with whoever sponsors the race to see if it will work with the track's starting gate, finish
gate, guide rail, etc.
Friction is Your Enemy
Yes, aerodynamics can make a difference. Yes, getting your car as close as possible to the weight limit
can make a difference. Yes, other things can make a difference too. But friction is the most significant
force slowing your car down, so reducing friction is the most important thing you can do if you want a
faster car. Friction occurs between the wheels and axles, between the wheels and car body, and
between the wheels and center guide rail. This is where you need to reduce friction.
Experiment Together
Don't forget that the derby is supposed to be an adult‐child activity. Set up a long board on a slight
incline and experiment together until the car rolls straight down the board as quickly and as smoothly as
possible.
You can also test axle alignment this way. With perfect axle alignment, you can start the car with its
wheels pushed in (against the car body) or with its wheels pushed out (against the axle heads) and
they'll stay that way as the car rolls down the incline.

Keep Wheels & Axles Straight
Crooked axles will cause your car to ride the center guide rail, or will cause the wheels to slide in
addition to rolling. In either case, the extra friction will slow your car down. Keeping your wheels and
axles straight is probably the most important step in building a faster car.
The time to think about keeping your axles straight is before you start shaping your car. It is much easier
to create straight holes for your axles when the sides of the block of wood are still square, than after you
have shaped your car. Later, when you've finished shaping and painting your car, the axles will fit easily
into these holes, and your wheels and axles will be straight.
One obvious technique for creating straight axle holes is to pre‐drill them with a drill press. If you use a
bit that is slightly smaller than the axle nails in your kit, then you may not need glue to hold your axles in
place and you won't have to worry about the axles wobbling in oversized holes.
In our derby workshops, we use a variation of this technique. Instead of a drill bit, we use an axle nail
with the head sawn off. Without turning on the drill press, lower the axle nail straight into the block of
wood. If you don't have access to a drill press, you can clamp an axle nail in a pair of pressure pliers (e.g.,
Vice‐Grips), and carefully insert the axle nail straight into the pre‐cut axle slots.
Polish the Axles
This works best if two people work together. Lock an axle into the chuck of a hand drill, leaving the head
of the axle plus about 1/2 inch of the axle itself sticking out. While one person holds the drill and turns it
on, the other person should polish the exposed axle with a thin strip of wet emery paper. Polish both
the axle shaft and the inside of the axle head. Keep the emery paper moving to avoid creating grooves in
the axle. For an even better polish, you can use steel wool, metal polish, and/or jeweler's rouge after an
initial polishing with emery paper.
Examine the axle closely (with a magnifying glass, if possible). It should be perfectly smooth. Test the
axle by inserting it through a wheel and spinning the wheel with your finger. The wheel should spin
smoothly and slow down very gradually.
Prepare the Wheels
When you get your wheels, they may have irregularities left over from the casting process (e.g., a peg‐
like sprue or paper‐thin flash). You should remove these irregularities, and then carefully sand any
remaining roughness with emery paper. Metal polish can restore the glossy finish to your wheels.
Commercially available mandrels allow you to spin your wheels with a hand drill (this is similar to the
axle‐polishing technique described previously). This can be a big help in removing fine irregularities, but
be careful not to reshape or damage your wheels. Make sure the wheel is secure within the mandrel; if
the wheel rotates on the mandrel you'll overheat and melt its plastic hub, completely ruining the wheel.
Be careful to avoid reshaping your wheels in any other way, or you may disqualify your car!

Lubricate the Wheels
The standard derby lubricant is graphite powder, which is good, but can be messy (especially when used
in excess). I've found that the best way to lubricate the wheels is to apply the lubricant to the inside of
the wheel hub first. Once the wheel is lubricated, insert the axle through the hub and mount it on the
car. If the wheel is mounted first, it's very difficult to get lubricant between the wheel and the axle.
Don't Bind the Wheels
If you push the axles in too far, the wheels will bind against the sides of the car. Leave a little room for
the wheels to move sideways, along the length of the axle.
Paint Early, Paint Often
This sounds like an appearance suggestion, but it is also a speed suggestion. Paints and finishes that
haven't cured completely tend to be slightly tacky, and then stick to the wheels and slow the car down.
Leave yourself time to apply your final finish coat well in advance of the actual race, so that it will finish
curing before you put your wheels on. Also, a single heavy coat will take longer to dry and cure, so be
sure to apply several light coats instead.
Here are two other ways to create a low‐friction contact surface where the wheels touch the car body.
Keep the contact points of the car body completely clean. Before painting the car body, mask these
locations. Use a circle of paper held in place by masking tape; the circle of paper protects the wood from
picking up adhesive from the masking tape.
Before mounting the wheels, rub graphite into the paint at the contact points. With reasonably well‐
cured paint, this technique replaces any residual tackiness with a dry lubricant. Be careful not to spoil
the paint on the rest of the car though; graphite creates ugly black fingerprints.
Reduce Air Resistance
Fancy aerodynamic styling doesn't improve a car's speed significantly, but air resistance is still an
important factor. To reduce air resistance, design your car low to the ground. A smaller cross section will
create less air resistance.
Heavier cars are faster than lighter cars, so try to get your car as close to the maximum weight as
possible. It's a good idea to plan for a way to adjust the weight on race day. That way you can add as
much weight as possible or you can remove excess weight without risking significant damage to your
car. If you plan ahead, you can create a way to add small metal objects (e.g., screws, BBs, coins, fishing
weights) to your car on race day.

Weight distribution matters, too. I believe that the front end of your car needs to move easily so it can
correct its course easily when it hits the guide rail. Your car's weight distribution determines how easily
its front end can move.
Make the un‐weighted car body as light as possible, and keep the lead weight as compact as possible.
This reduces the rotational inertia of your car.
Put the lead weight just in front of the rear axles. If the weight is behind the rear axle, your car's front
wheels will tend to bounce. This bouncing will slow your car down, and it might even cause your car to
derail and leave the track.
The exception to this weight‐to‐the‐rear design is if your race uses a track that gets steeper right after
the starting gate. On such tracks, the weight should be forward (just behind the front axles) so your car
will accelerate more quickly in the beginning.

